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Any security system is only as good as its weakest link. In the cyber security world, the weakest link is nearly always the
human element. Cybersecurity Ventures predicted that cyber-crime will cost the world $6 trillion annually by 2021, up from
$3 trillion in 2015. The most common form of breaches is when staff members unwittingly clicking on a malicious link within a
fraudulent email (a phishing attack). Like the shockwave from an explosion, the outcome from a cyber-attack can be farreaching and extremely damaging. In recent years, a huge number of firms, disclosed and undisclosed have had thousands of
customer records stolen, lost millions of revenue, seen share prices plummet, and found their brand reputations negatively
affected.
Human Error
Public awareness of high profile cyber-crimes seems to have little effect on our workplace behavior, but does inhibit personal

online activities, such as banking and shopping. A fact being fast adopted and accepted by conscious leaders is that
organisations significantly underestimate the human element of cyber risk. In fact, most of the worst data breaches during
2015 were caused by human error. International standard for information security ISO 27001 and some insurance policies
require firms to implement cybersecurity training. However, most companies only provide training to senior managers and the
IT department. Typically, end user awareness training is a far more casual, adhoc affair for everyone else when it should be a
priority.
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Security Strategy
A cyber security strategy can only be effective where you have clear policies and procedures that everyone understands and

follows. Otherwise, your own staff will constantly undermine your IT security regardless of what countermeasures you put in
place. First, you need to assess the potential risks to your IT infrastructure, and decide what to prioritise. Next, ensure senior
management advocate IT security as a business imperative. Finally, implement a clear information management regime with the
appropriate checks and balances. User education will play a critical role in raising awareness of cyber security risks and
changing behaviours.
Raising Awareness
Changing how people think and behave isn’t easy. You might need some expert help. According to research from AXELOS,

“The one-dimensional and outdated cyber security awareness training provided by most organisations is not fit for purpose
and is limiting employees’ ability to understand what good cyber behaviors look like.” Before you do anything, you will need to
establish a base level of cyber security awareness. Next, rather than bombard staff with masses of information, focus on your
top three threats. This top three list is primarily raising awareness of fraudulent email phishing attacks, password protection and
use of unsecured file sharing applications, for example.
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Audience Segmentation
When building your end-user awareness programme it is important to consider your different audience groups, and how best
to communicate with them. Educational research suggests that interactive rather than passive learning tools and techniques

produce the best results in terms of engagement and retention. Remember, there are different types of learners. Some people
respond better to visual stimulus while others prefer auditory, text or a hands-on approach (learning by doing).
Games
The more interactive, group-based, relevant and fun you can make your cyber security awareness programme the better. A

good example is a game developed by PwC, Game of Threats™ is a cyber security simulation designed to test critical thinking
and decision-making. The game rewards good decisions and penalizes teams for making poor choices in critical situations.
Ultimately, players come away with a better understanding of what steps they must take to improve cyber security across
their organisation.
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Free Training
Awareness of private and public-backed cyber security initiatives, programmes and standards remains low. In a recent survey only
8% of respondents said they were aware of the Cyber Essentials scheme. Currently, only 20% of employees receive any cyber
security or awareness training across various industries, and that figure is skewed in favor of larger enterprises. However, there are
a number of free cybersecurity courses available and training for your organization that Iconis Secure can provide to get you
started. In addition, a quick Google search will reveal a wide range of paid tools, techniques and online courses to help you
implement a user awareness.

The importance of training is under estimated in the light of current and predicted cybersecurity threats and events. Our goal
is to help organizations ensure that every employee is part of the cybersecurity awareness journey that will help the
organization get closer to its security related goals. Additional benefits are achieved when the security posture of an
organization is in a good standing which all stems from user awareness and training.
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Assessments
Having created your cyber security policies and introduced awareness training, you will want to measure the effectiveness of

your scheme. As phishing attacks are so prevalent, you might send a fake fraudulent email to all employees as a test. You can
then measure the number of people who click on a potentially malicious link and the number of people who report the email as
suspicious. You could then repeat this exercise randomly as part of a phishing assessment of end user awareness.
Penalties of Inaction
Incredibly, most cyber attacks and data breaches go unreported. Many firms simply lack an awareness of who to report to,

why to report breaches, and what reporting achieves. Nevertheless, failing to take the most basic cyber security precautions,
not reporting accidental data loss and malicious activities can prove costly. The Yahoo hack was recently recalculated to have
affected 3 billion user accounts, and the Equifax breach in 2017 — with 145.5 million customers affected — exceeds the largest
publicly disclosed hacks ever reported. Most governments are still lagging in the adoption and enforcement of policies that
directly outline the penalties related to data breaches. Leading compliance standards such as the GDPR, NIST, HIPPA, POPIA,
The EU-US Privacy Shield Framework and more other compliance standards are slowly making their way into enforcement
and penalties for failing to comply will be severe.
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